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Abstract. Successful speech recognition for children requires large training data with sufficient speaker variability. The collection of such a training database of children’s voices is challenging and very expensive for
zero/low resource language like Punjabi. In this paper, the data scarcity
issue of the low resourced language Punjabi is addressed through two levels of augmentation. The original training corpus is first augmented by
modifying the prosody parameters for pitch and speaking rate. Our results show that the augmentation improves the system performance over
the baseline system. Then the augmented data combined with original
data and used to train the TTS system to generate synthesis data and extended dataset is further used for augmented by generating children’s utterances using text-to-speech synthesis and sampling the language model
with methods that increase the acoustic and lexical diversity. The final speech recognition performance indicates a relative improvement of
50.10% with acoustic and 57.40% with language diversity based augmentation in comparison to that of the baseline system respectively.

Index Terms: Low resource, children speech recognition, prosody modification,
speech synthesis, tacotron
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Introduction

In recent years, Automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for children speech
is an active area of research. It also showed a significant progress on inclusiove
ASR technologies. At the same time, spoken interfaces are utilized increasingly
in smart devices through applications like Amazon Alexa, Google Home and
Apple Siri [1]. The wide and successful real world use of such a general purpose
spoken interface requires a vast amount of training data for the ASR system
[2]. Still, only a few languages like English, Chinese and Arabic have sufficient
speech and language data resources and, in fact, most other languages spoken
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in the world have low or even zero resources. Research programs like IARPA
Babel have facilitated ASR development in many low resourced languages [3],
but there are still languages like Punjabi spoken in Indian part of Punjab where
speech resources for children are zero and for adults very small 1 even though it
is spoken by as many as 105 million native speakers.
For building large vocabulary ASR system large amount of training data is required. This challenge occurs because of the high necessity of acoustic, speaker
and linguistic variability and the cost of the large-scale human transcription
work. In the past, efforts have been made to explore training data of other languages to be employed via multilingual deep neural networks. Additional corpora
have been generated through in or out domain strategies using transfer learning
[4], model-agnostic meta learning algorithm [5], and triangular architecture [6]
etc. They contributed towards higher recognition rate in various other languages
[7]. A few studies on low resource languages have investigated whether limited
training speakers could be extended using single or multiple data augmentation [3, 8, 9]. Recently various data augmentation approaches have been explored
using language adaptive DNN [10], mapping of acoustic feature through conversion of adult voice into child voice, processing of corrupted clean data [11, 12],
and speech dereverberation [13] are simulated using Generative adversarial network (GAN) [1], speed, volume and spectogram perturbation. These approaches
works through masking of time or frequency parameters [14].
So far, few general purpose ASR has focused upon data augmentation using
the training speakers only. This can be performed, for example, by prosody modification of the training data [15, 16]. This augmentation approach is not much
beneficial for ASR system. It occurred due to lack of robustness in parameter
estimation. Consequently, prosody transfer based ASR-TTS methods are also
found to be effective in generation of audios through voice conversion [17].
Till date very limited work on text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) have been employed for low resource languages [18]. A few other voice mapping techniques
between train or test utterances have been performed by Tacotron 2[19], Transformer TTS [20] and Fast Speech [21]. Unfortunately, on small training sets this
generates unnatural voices which are not beneficial for training the ASR system.
A range of approaches have been examined to overcome such issues. These involve either tuning the original voice or generation of utterances from the text
data. This has recently created a lot of attention by cascading ASR-TTS for
generation of synthetic copies. This behaves like a recognition-conversion system which carries language specific information [22, 23]. The task of generation
of audios from text is leveraged using TTS synthesis [24]. For most languages it
is easier to find or prepare text than speech corpora. A TTS helped in replication
of its training data. It contain the characteristics which is similar to the training
of an ASR model. However, this approach is well suited for low resource languages where there is no training data. Previous studies on data augmentation
mostly focused on individual approaches only. Not much work has been reported
1
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on examining the effect of TTS under low resource circumstances. Though this
study includes cascading of TTS-ASR for generation of synthetic data not only
on original speech but also indulge the characteristics of prosody data which
provide speech which is equivalent to that of human original audios quality.
In this paper, we first collected new speech data for Punjabi children, and
created a baseline ASR system using TDNN acoustic model in Kaldi. However,
the baseline result was poor because of the limited amount of training data. To
capture more acoustic and speaker variability to alleviate the data scarcity we
tried two types of data augmentation methods. Initial augmentation was performed by modifying prosody parameters (pitch and speaking rate) to introduce
more acoustic variability. Further we used the prosody based augmented data
to generate synthetic speech data using a Tacotron-based TTS system. In the
TTS system we investigated acoustic and lexical diversity methods in data generation. We also explored sampling new sentences from our language model in
addition to both the diversity models.

2

Data

In this study, a Punjabi language children speech corpus has been collected from
native speakers of India part of Punjab. Despite being spoken or written by large
number of speakers it is still declared as under-resource language. Our self created corpus was built through read speech. The Punjab School Education Board
books were read aloud by pupils from 7 to 14 years. A few pupils also contributed
spontaneous speech by explaining on a certain topic like about themselves, their
community etc. The corpus was collected from 79 speakers (35 male and 44 female) which were further divided into train and test speakers in 80:20 ratio. No
speakers nor sentences occur both in the train and test data. Corpus statistics
like age group, duration etc are presented in Table 1. The collected speech were
varying with different prosody parameters like speaking rate (SR), and pitch. It
resulted into huge variations among speech which were collected from different
speakers. Pupils up to 10 years old spoke long sentences by concatenating or by
taking a short pause between two continuous sentences but above 10 years old
pupils spoke sentences fluently. The corpus was recorded through mobile devices
in a controlled noise-free environment. The speech data was sampled at 16 kHz.
Each speaker spoke long sentences of up to 8-9 words.

3

Baseline system

We used a Kaldi toolkit-based recipe to train the baseline ASR system [25].
It utilizes conventional MFCC features using 40 channel Mel-filterbank with
a frame size of 25ms and frame shift of 10ms to train DNN and TDNN-based
acoustic models [26, 27]. For normalization, cepstral feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) was used. The fMLLR transformations for the
training and test data were generated using the speaker adaptive training [28].
LDA-MLLT+SAT based GMM alignment labels were used to train the DNN and
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Table 1. Indian Punjabi speech corpus details
Purpose
No. of speakers

Training

Testing

63

16

(28 m and 35 f) (7 m and 9 f)
Speaker age

7-14 years

7-14 years

No. of sentences

8420

2250

Duration (hrs.)

12.20

2.50

Vocabulary Size

8587

2588

TDNN acoustic models. The initial as well as final learning rates were kept as
0.005 and 0.0005, respectively. Further Tanh nonlinearity was used in the DNN
architecture. The number of hidden nodes was kept at 512 whereas a total of 3
hidden layers are employed in it. On the other hand, i-vector [29] based speaker
adaptation was used for the TDNN based acoustic model. The decoding is then
performed using a bigram language model for the DNN system and a 4-gram
maximum entropy language model built using SRILM toolkit [30] for the TDNN
system. Baseline WER’s for the DNN and TDNN -based systems are given in
Table 2. From Table 2 it can be noted that the TDNN system outperforms the
DNN so for further study we used the TDNN system.
Table 2. WER obtained on the baseline DNN and TDNN acoustic models
Acoustic model WER (%)

4

DNN

12.73

TDNN

9.18

Data Augmentation

In this paper, we tried to implement three type of augmentation approaches
like prosody based data augmentation (Section 4.1), TTS based data augmentation (Section 4.2) and language model sampling based data augmentation (Section 4.3).
4.1

Prosody based data augmentation

We change two types of prosody parameters, the pitch scale (PS) and the speaking rate (SR), systematically to add more prosody variation in the children’s
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speech (Section 2). We then augment the modified data to the original corpora
for further system development. To modify the pitch and speaking rate, we have
explored Time Scale Modification (TSM) based on Real-Time Iterative Spectrogram Inversion with Look-Ahead (RTISI-LA) algorithm [16, 31]. Both these
prosody parameters are tunable and we varied the pitch modification factorr s
from 0.65 to 1.45 to modify pitch and the speaking rate modification factor α
from 0.65 to 1.85 with a step size of 0.10. The best values of pitch 0.85 and
speaking rate 1.15 were selected on the lower WER of test set and later these
values are utilized for further experimentation. RTISI-LA algorithm constructs
a high-quality time-domain signal from its short-time magnitude spectrum. The
effect of the prosody based data augmentation made to the original data is reported in Table 3. We found that combining the pitch scale and speaking rate
based data augmentation improves most over the baseline.
Table 3. WER obtained on prosody modification based data augmented system.
System Type WER (%)

4.2

Original (O)

9.18

O+SR

9.06

O+PS

8.98

O+PS+SR

7.84

Speech synthesis based data augmentation

In the previous section, we proposed prosody based data augmentation to capture more acoustic variability. The prosody modified data was then combined
with the original data to train a TTS model based on Tacotron2[19]. This not
only provides the effect of synthesized copies of the original audios, but it also induces characteristics of the prosody modified audios. To produce diverse speaker
representation on train utterances we employed an acoustic diversity method
which improved the ASR performance over the baseline ASR. Consequently, the
impact of lexical diversity for TTS utterances was evaluated using Tacotron 2.
Only few synthetic utterances were not found to be useful and others were resemble to natural speakers’ audios. Finally we can artificially increase the acoustic
and lexical diversity of the training data.
Acoustic Diversity In this section, a Tacotron2 based text-to-speech synthesis
model architecture was used to process an input text sequence. It is a combination of encoder-decoder network with an attention mechanism, and a Wavenet
based Vocoder. It takes input as a sequence of text in Punjabi language, which
is encoded by encoder. In the first part of the encoder, the character sequence
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is converted into a word embedding vector. The input text sequence embedding
is encoded by 3 convolution layers each containing 512 filters of shape 5 x 1, followed by a bidirectional LSTM layer of 250 units for each direction. Tacotron 2
also uses ’Local sensitive attention’ which takes the encoder output as input and
tries to summarize the full encoded sequence as a fixed length context vector for
each decoder output step. Later, a decoder is employed which is an autoregressive recurrent neural network. It predicts a mel spectrogram from the encoded
input sequence one frame at a time. The output of the attention layer is passed
through a small pre-net containing 256 hidden ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit)
units. The pre-net output and attention context vector are concatenated and
passed through a stack of LSTM layers. The output of the LSTM layer is projected through a linear transform to predict the target spectrogram frame. This
helps in prediction of a normalized weight vector which can be further employed
for aggregation on the basis of attention history. The predicted mel spectrogram is passed through convolution postnet layers. The postnet layer predicts a
residual to add to the prediction to improve the overall reconstruction. Finally,
the mel spectrogram is transformed into time domain waveforms by modified
Wavenet vocoder. The mel spectrograms are mapped to a fixed dimensional embedding vector, known as deep speaker vectors (d-vectors). These d-vectors are
frame-level speaker discriminative features that represent the speaker characteristics. The proposed system uses three different approaches to generate d-vectors
for inference to handle speaker diversity in the synthesized data. Training of the
TTS is done with a GMM based attention model followed by LSTM layers. All
the local encoder input is processed and fed to its decoder. This provides data
duplicates by synthesized data which was later used for training utterances augmentation. In these, training data was extended by combining one more type
of augmented data i.e. synthesized copies which were generated with the help
of training utterances. It has been performed by using three different types of
speaker conditioning information [32]:
– Original (O’): A set of d-vector is employed as speaker condition information
on train data. In this, the output is synthetic copies that resemble to the
source data.
– Sampled (S): In this case d-vectors were obtained on random selection of
speakers which were different in characteristics to that of source utterances
and synthesized utterances. Apart, these speaker information were seen earlier by the synthesizer.
– Random (R): A random set of 256 dimensional vector information were generated after projected them on unit hypersphere through L2 normalization.
It was employed further for d-vector and employed in synthesized utterances.
In these types of synthesized dataset, the acoustic diversity (AD) helped in controlling of speaker diversity among the training dataset. It was performed by
extracting speaker information as d-vectors. On the basis of O’, S, and R synthetic speech, different augmented data has been generated which were further
added to original data to train an ASR system. It was generated on basis of
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data in train, train+test and train+new speaker based TTS model. The resulting augmented data introduced more speaker variability. As shown in Table 4
the Sampled (S) type gives a lower WER than others and the best performance
was achieved by further augmentation of baseline + tacotron (O’+S+R) data.
Table 4. WER obtained on acoustic diversity based augmented ASR system.
AD
None

WER (%)
-

Original (O’)

6.69

Random (R)

7.14

Sampled (S)

6.27

O+O’+R+S

5.62

Table 5. WER obtained on lexical diversity based augmented ASR system.
LD

WER (%)

Sampled (S’)

4.84

Original (O”)

4.79

S’+O”

4.18

Lexical Diversity The purpose of using Lexical Diversity (LD) based TTS
synthesis was to generate audio from text transcripts while using the model
speaker’s characteristics. It helped in production of speech which resulted into
addition of lexical as well as acoustic variations in our train data. One approach
to add lexical diversity is to use the transcripts in the test data by ignoring the
audios corresponding to them. Two types of augmented data were generated as
Original (O”) and Sampled (S’). In case of S’ there was no involvement of test
audio whereas in O” the speakers were synthesized from the test speakers’ audios.
In such case it significantly enhanced the performance of ASR system which
would not be generally true in real world situations. However, such LD approach
could be beneficial in speaker and domain specific ASR applications. However,
the LD results presented in Table 5 show that O” where augmenting was based on
knowledge of the test audios is only slightly better than S’ which was augmented
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with only test transcripts and copies of train utterances. To obtain more gain
on ASR performance, the output audios generated from combination of O” +
S” systems were further pooled with the baseline.
4.3

Language Model Sampling

To further boost the performance of AD and LD based augmented systems,
Language model sampling has been performed with most common lexicon based
utterances of Punjabi language that had a maximum length of 15 words. The
collected utterances were synthesized and pooled with training set audios to
lower the WER of the AD and LD systems. The utterance augmentation was
found to be beneficial to some extent as depicted in Tables 6. These systems
achieved the lowest WER of 4.58% and 3.91% on AD or LD augmented system.
However, the system performance degraded when too much variation of training
utterances was augmented as synthetic utterances. The best results were found
at augmenting 10K utterances as presented in Table 6.
Table 6. WER obtained on language model sampling augmentation for the baseline
ASR system using acoustic diversity (AD) and lexical diversity (LD)
LMS WER (%)
AD LD
0

5.62 4.18

5K

4.71 4.02

10K 4.58 3.91
25K 4.97 4.17

5

Conclusion

We have collected new speech data for Punjabi children to build ASR system
in this language specifically for children’s speech. The baseline system built on
this data was not good. So to capture more acoustic and speaker variability
for this kind of limited training data scenario we have investigated data augmentation methods. Firstly, we explored prosody based data augmentation and
found improvement in system performance. Secondly, characteristics of Tacotron
2 was demonstrated in two ways: first training synthesis by introducing multispeaker variability as acoustic diversity, and later by adding new utterances
using language model as lexical diversity. Each method was experimented alone
or through a combination which shows more performance improvement. System
performance has been obtained on general and domain-specific systems through
Tacotron 2 model. The best system provided a relative improvement of 50.10%
with AD and 57.40% with LD method on LMS over the baseline system.
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